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TOM REBL is launching REBL ltd. by TOM REBL, a genderfluid capsule collection 
for Spring / Summer 2020, in addition to his main collection. 
It will be firstly presented in Milan during the upcoming men’s fashion week starting 
on Saturday, 15th June, followed by Paris Fashion Week, where the collection will 
be available at NOB Showroom from 21st - 27th June. 

The idea behind Rebl ltd. is to open up the brand to a wider target range. But at the 
same time, the brand will keep its exclusive reputation with the main collection.  

The Rebl ltd. collection consists of essential key-pieces, which can be easily com-
bined with each other in an effortless and edgy style, and is available at a lower 
price level as the main line. Expect a selection of casual yet innovative signature 
styles with mostly oversized volumes for a strong unisex appeal. 
The collection includes deconstructed jackets, hybrid styles of shirt/jackets and 
skirt/pants, oversized unisex cotton shirts, cargo trousers and shorts, track pants, 
basic draped jersey pieces, printed T-shirts with logos and sweatshirts with graph-
ics designed by Italian digital artist Carmelo Marturano. 

The colour palette is dominated by monochromatic black and white with some 
shades of urban greys and interrupted by dirty orange tones. 

The selection of fabrics includes mostly natural fibres like cotton, linen and viscose, 
but also high-performance bistretch polyester fabrics. Tom Rebl, who is known for 
his unusual fabric selection and unconventional treatments, also surprises here with 
innovative finishes like glossy coatings and double-faced materials. 

Most pieces are finished with a highly recognisable contrast stitching and loose 
dangling threads, which make each garment unique and instantly distinguishable. 

The REBL ltd. collection is the perfect look for a fashion-conscious generation with 
an active lifestyle, which fits for all occasions and conditions. 
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